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Alone
 
Darkness in a world of light
Light with in the darkness of the world
Lost dreams
Lost Poetry
Alone in a crowded world
Dead beside the living
Alive only in dreams
For only in my dreams is where I can truly be alive
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I Wish To Be..
 
I wish to be alive with in my heart I'm dead
look at my soul look at my fate
Oh how I hate what I have become
Alone in a world of light
dead in the world of the living
dear god why must I feel this way
All I have left is my regrets
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In My Sorrow
 
Awake yet asleep never dared to wonder
Hopeless in my illusion lived in my delusions
Loved the Pain longed for your
Alone in my sorrows
Tear of joy pain of reality
it is only in my sorrows that I can know what I truly feel
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Poetry
 
I awoke in this world of mine
A childish dream such foolish hopes
Dreamed Of poetry each line a whole new world
Each world a new hope
A New world inside each one
A poets Dream of starry skies
Salvation for my soul 
A whole new world of things unknown
For only in my poetry can I truly say what I feel
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The Angel
 
In the night it came to me
(it spoke my name it speaks to me) 
In of it all come my angel of death
Speak to me once more speak my dead lost poetry
Dead yet alive a poets heart a mothers cry
a soul without salvation
(It spoke my name it speaks to me) 
Lonely in a crowded world
Silent in my agony
Angel of death sing my name once more
Be my salvation save me from it all
For only in your arms have I ever felt wanted
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